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This article argues that the State enacts legislative violence upon transgender persons by establishing a regulatory framework that is paternalistic, cis-heteronormative and detrimental to transgender persons’ basic identity. The legislative violence inflicted on transgender persons is evident from the Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Act, 2019 and Draft Rules, which violate the fundamental rights of transgender persons. Such violence also medicalises transgender identities under the guise of biological determinism. In this article, we critically explore State structures that monitor and survey trans bodies based on exclusionary cis-heteronormative standards, seeking particularly to regulate non-binary and non-traditional gender identities. The nation state itself is built through exclusion of various groups, leading to differential forms of citizenship. In the second part of the article, we explore recent efforts of the State to create citizenship structures hinging on documentary identification, through the Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019 — National Register of Indian Citizens nexus. It is reasonable to predict that the majority of transgender persons and gender-variant persons will be excluded from citizenship due to lack of requisite documentation. Although civic citizenship of transgender persons is purportedly based on ‘equality’, the legal citizenship advanced by this nexus, is nothing more than performative citizenship. The legal framework enacted for the ‘protection of rights’ of transgender persons is excessively paternalistic in nature, ignoring the fact that transgender persons mobilise powerfully against the state to resist injustice and reclaim avenues of negotiation. Such resistance and negotiations are seen through protests, policy engagements and invoking of constitutional challenges, opening the door to alternative citizenship structures and changes in political participation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In December 2017, Grace Banu, a Dalit transgender rights activist, wrote an open letter to the President and Prime Minister of India on the subject of The Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Bill, 2016, which the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment (‘MSJE’) was keen to introduce in the winter session of Parliament. Banu wrote:

“We, the transgender people of India, the children of this ‘Independent’ land who have been disowned by our families, by the government, and have been made refugees in our own land. I am writing this with the sweat and blood of the transgender community and request you to at least euthanize us. The Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Bill 2016 has lost the essence of the Indian Democracy and targets the transgender community with its toxic policies. We are suffering in between life and death due to your toxicity. It is far better to die rather than to wander in between life and death. So, please euthanize us”. ¹

Banu’s challenge to the government, to euthanize transgender persons rather than let them suffer through the legislative violence of this Bill is a powerful one. In Mahasweta Devi’s ‘Operation? – Bashai Tudu’, the main character, Bashai Tudu, member of a Santal tribe fighting for the rights of agricultural labourers, makes this observation about the Constitution:

“The Indian constitution respected every citizen’s fundamental right to become whatever he could by dint of his guts. The poor therefore had the right to become poorer still”. ²

Devi’s story covers a 10-year period from 1967 to 1977, focusing on an agrarian revolution by landless Adivasi labourers in the Naxalbari region of Darjeeling, West Bengal. Bashai Tudu is present whenever labourers are agitating against oppressive laws or rules, leads

² We have used the term ‘transgender’ in this article mainly because the term ‘transgender’ was used by the Supreme Court in the NALSA judgment and by the Parliament in the Transgender Persons Act and Draft Rules. We are aware that the term ‘transgender’ is not inclusive and its meaning varies across regions, cultures and nations. We recognize that it does not fully represent the diversity and heterogeneity among transgender persons in India.
them to revolt, is killed during the struggle and yet appears again at the next site of protest. It is clear that the revolution is kept alive with every successor of Tudu taking his place. This story also exposes the ‘myth of independence’ for marginalised persons in India; at one point, Tudu states that “laws are made only because they have to be made, that they need never be enforced, and that those for whom the laws are made need never reap the benefits”. Mahasweta Devi thus points out that independence never really existed for certain groups of people.

Through this short story, Devi questions the meaning of citizenship, and its claim to universality. Both Banu’s letter and the story, speak to larger questions of citizenship and laws that ignore the lived realities of the very communities, they are intended to benefit. The definition of citizenship in the Indian Constitution deems “every person” a citizen who was born in India, or either of whose parents were born in India, or who was a resident of India for at least five years prior to the commencement of the Constitution. The citizenship conceptualised here, is almost a classically liberal one, and thus ostensibly applies to all persons irrespective of gender, caste, religion, sexuality and other considerations. In this open letter, however, Banu speaks of transgender persons as ‘refugees’ in their own land. Without the ability to obtain identity documents that reflect their self-identified gender (and name), transgender persons are effectively rendered stateless. Their citizenship is called into question due to the complex web of legislative and administrative barriers that prevent them from exercising their right to self-determination, and their right to life and liberty. Citizenship is ‘phrased in a language of universalism’, with an essentially dual nature of inclusion and exclusion. The notion of ‘common’ general will – interests and perspectives of citizens which pull them together to overcome individual differences – is offset by the requirement of homogeneity between citizens that is imposed as a demand.

While the liberal conceptualisation of citizenship has suggested that citizenship is egalitarian in its capacity to expand and bring more people within its fold, this universality is based on “a series of occlusions” of gender, caste, race, ethnicity, and class. It is imperative to question whether it is even possible to comprehend citizenship without situating it within the larger structural, political, historical and social context. As Hugo Gorringe argues, the construction of the ‘Indian citizen’ has always had an “upper-caste hue”. The period of contradictions that India would enter into on January 26, 1950, as Babasaheb Ambedkar warned in his final speech to the Constituent Assembly, is evident in the Constitution itself which guarantees fundamental rights to all citizens, while also containing protections for the
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4 Alessandra Marino, Where is the time to sleep? Orientalism and citizenship in Mahasweta Devi’s writing, Vol. 50(6), J. POSTcolonial Writing, 688-700 (2014).
6 The Constitution of India, 1950, Art. 5.
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‘sacred Hindu cow’. Citizenship is considered the cornerstone of participation in public life. However, Dalits are excluded from public spaces, and there is stigma and pollution attached to the Dalit identity, which consequently prevents them from exercising their citizenship. Waghmore writes that “the project of Dalit citizenship” is a complex and violent process that is tied to the rules of caste and Hinduism. Furthermore, as Gopal Guru states, any legal citizenship status accorded to Dalits by the Constitution is stripped away by the indignities that Indian civil society heaps on them.

The evolution of citizenship operates on masculine and cis-heteronormative presumptions, with cis-hetero-males being the envisioned subjects and gender non-normative persons being denied full membership. In India, queer citizenship has been marked in recent times by “the nationalist resolution of the homosexual question”, whereby homosexuality is subsumed into conceptions of the Hindu nationalist state. The contemporary neoliberal state, which propagates a “science-development-governance idea of progress” that is offset by the “Hindutva return-to-Indian-culture movement” has become increasingly tolerant of, and complicit with the rise of Hindu nationalism in the country. As Yuval-Davis argues, however, “nationalist projects would be more open to incorporate some groupings of women than others”. Extending this to the Indian context, the inclusions and exclusions of citizenship are contingent not only on gender but also caste, class and religion.

The marginalisation, exclusion and ‘othering’ of women, Dalits and persons with non-normative gender identities have provoked the examination of structures of citizenship, with a contemporary focus on transgender persons, in view of The Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Act, 2019 (‘Transgender Persons Act’) and its pursuant rules (‘Draft Rules’). Transgender persons, who are already seen as gendered subjects outside cis-heteronormative societal institutions, are further excluded from full citizenship, even though they are subject to the coercive might of the state through laws that penalise their way of life. Surya Monro argues that their full inclusion to citizenship rights would entail fundamental
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15 WAGHMORE, supra note 11, at 3.
16 Id.
18 We use the term ‘cis-heteronormative’ in reference to the power, privilege and normative status invested in heterosexuality and heteronormativity of the dominant binary society.
changes “to the current system of sex and gender categorization” and to the way that gender is conceptualised by policymakers.24

The Transgender Persons Act was passed by Parliament in November 2019, and came into force in January 2020. It has been around in the form of Draft Bills since 2014 when Member of Parliament, Tiruchi Siva, introduced it as a Private Member Bill in the Rajya Sabha.25 The progressive clauses of this Bill, including provisions for reservations for transgender persons in education and employment, were significantly watered down in the Bills drafted by the MSJE. The 2016 version of the Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Bill was a major disappointment to transgender and intersex persons; one statement signed by activists and trans-led groups referred to it as a “diluted, criminalizing and anthropologizing text while standing on distorted premises that amount to human rights violations”.26 A later version of the Bill called for the surveillance and verification of (highly conflated and confused) trans identities by a ‘screening committee’, in contravention of the right to self-affirm one’s gender.27

The Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Bill, 2019 – which became the Transgender Persons Act – was also denounced by activists as a “murder of gender justice”.28 The Act, while stating on the one hand, that transgender persons have the right to “self-perceived gender identity” in §4,29 on the other, immediately seeks to remove any and all power, granted to trans persons under that provision. Subsequent sections mandate that transgender persons apply for certificates of identity before District Magistrates, and apply for certificates for ‘gender change’ only in the event that they go through “surgery to change gender either as a male or female”.30 Under the guise of ‘protecting transgender rights’, the law serves to empower the state to police and survey transgender bodies, by providing legal sanction for identity verification through requirement of a surgery certificate in order to change gender from male to female or vice versa. The Act also considers intersex persons as ‘transgender’, thus conflating the two identities, as written by intersex activist, Gopi Shankar Madurai.31 Finally, the Act is drafted within a cis-heteronormative and hierarchical value

29 The Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Act, 2019, §4. The Section reads as follows: Recognition of identity of transgender person.—(1) A transgender person shall have a right to be recognised as such, in accordance with the provisions of this Act; (2) A person recognised as transgender under sub-section (1) shall have a right to self-perceived gender identity.
30 Id., §§5 – 7.
system, adopting disproportionately light penal provisions for offenders committing crimes against transgender persons, when compared to punishments for the same offences against cisgender persons.

In this article, we argue that the State enacts legislative violence upon transgender persons by establishing a regulatory framework that is paternalistic, cis-heteronormative and detrimental to transgender persons’ basic identity and being, and which seeks to deny them their rights to self-determination and sanctions the regulation of their gender identities as well as the surveillance of their bodies. The legislative violence inflicted on transgender persons is evident from the very nature of the Transgender Persons Act and Draft Rules, which, we demonstrate, violate the fundamental rights of transgender persons. Such violence also medicalises transgender identities under the guise of biological determinism, making ‘legal’ citizenship contingent on ‘biological citizenship’ as examined below.

This form of violence against transgender persons is not new; it has a long history that includes The Criminal Tribes Act of 1871, a colonial legislation, that considered “eunuchs” as criminals by birth.32 The Criminal Tribes Act was repealed in 1952 and replaced by The Habitual Offenders Act, 1952 which did not explicitly mention ‘eunuchs’ but continued to apply to transgender persons who were still seen as criminals.33 As recently as 2011, the Karnataka Police Act, 1963 was amended to “control undesirable activities of eunuchs” and the state agreed to remove the provision only in 2016, after a petition filed in the High Court by the Karnataka Sexual Minorities Forum.34 In 2018, three transgender activists filed a petition in the Andhra Pradesh High Court challenging the constitutional validity of The Telangana Eunuchs Act, 1919. The Court read down certain provisions and stated that there should be no arrests under the Act.35 The legislative violence of the Transgender Persons Act is made clear not only in the exclusionary process of drafting and enacting it, but also in the rights and benefits it confers on (or strips away from) transgender persons. Despite the widespread protests against the Act, the State continues to push ahead with it, through the drafting of Rules and other notifications, in the middle of the pandemic.36 This trend of introducing legislation during the pandemic has also been seen with the suspension of labour protections across the country in the midst of the pandemic, the introduction and passing of The Medical Termination of Pregnancy (Amendment) Bill, 2020 and the introduction of The Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019 by the Central Government.


33 Id.


36 The Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment has recently brought out two drafts of the Rules and invited public comments. This process being carried out in the middle of the COVID-19 pandemic is extremely problematic and reflective of the State’s apathy towards an inclusive and democratic consultation process. Recently, the Ministry also notified the formation of a National Transgender Council under the Rules. See HINDUSTAN TIMES (Dhrubo Jyoti), National Council for Transgender Persons formed, August 22, 2020, available at https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/national-council-for-transgender-persons-formed/story-QXO57cxN8jhrpdnZZaWbM.html (Last visited on August 25, 2020).
Beyond this introduction, this article is divided into two parts. In the first part, we explore the structures of the State that closely monitor and survey the bodies of its subjects, based on exclusionary cis-heteronormative standards, seeking particularly, to regulate non-binary and non-traditional gender identities. We argue that the cis-heteronormative neoliberal nation state is built through continued exclusion and oppression of marginalised groups, leading to differential forms of citizenship, completely contrary to claims of universality put forth by citizenship models. Further, we contend that the legislative process behind the Transgender Persons Act, from 2016 onwards, has been nothing short of legislative violence against transgender, intersex and gender-variant persons.

In the second part of the article, we explore recent efforts of the State to create citizenship structures hinging on documentary identification, through The Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019 (‘CAA’) – NRIC nexus (‘CAA-NRIC’).\(^{37}\) If the NRC exercise in Assam is to be indicative for the rest of the country, it is reasonable to predict that the majority of transgender and gender-variant persons will be excluded from full and proper citizenship due to the lack of requisite documentation, as laid out by the cis-heteronormative nation state. Although civic citizenship of trans and gender-variant persons is purportedly based on ‘equality’, the legal citizenship advanced by the CAA-NRIC is nothing more than performative citizenship.

Finally, we argue that the legal framework enacted for the ‘protection of rights’ of transgender persons is excessively paternalistic in nature, ignoring the fact that transgender persons have a history of organic mobilisation and collectivisation to demonstrate resistance against draconian State measures. Transgender-led movements around the Transgender Persons Act and the preceding Bills serve as powerful illustrations of negotiation with the State in the face of legislative violence through non-deliberative, exclusionary and protectionist legislative processes. Such negotiations are seen through protests, policy engagements and judicial challenges to unconstitutional laws and open the door to alternative citizenship structures and more egalitarianism in political participation, in the public sphere. Grassroots movements, form the foundation for such negotiations with the nation state and challenges against exclusion from mainstream social institutions.

II. CIS-HETERO NORMATIVE STATE AND LEGISLATIVE VIOLENCE

\( A. \) GENDER IDENTITY IN THE NATION STATE

The construction of gender and gender identity is essential to the construction of the nation state. “All nations depend on powerful constructions of gender”, writes Anne McClintock.\(^{38}\) There is substantial scholarship on the ‘maleness’ of the Indian nation-state as well as the emergence of a militant Hindu masculinity used to justify violence through upper


\(^{38}\) ANNE MCCINTOCK, IMPERIAL LEATHER: RACE, GENDER AND SEXUALITY IN THE COLONIAL CONTEST, (Routledge, 1995).
caste and anti-Muslim ideologies. In India, the liberal capitalist order has been systematically hinged upon the “exclusionary, exploitative structural violence of the state”. This order allows for any individual to be a citizen, but only as long as they “perform the prescribed codes of respectable citizenship”. Under colonial rule, the ‘manly British’ body was constructed in opposition to the effeminate colonial subject. Contemporary articulations of masculinity have their roots, in this period. Additionally, the ‘family trope’ is crucial to nationalism. National manhood was constructed as upper-caste and Hindu. In the Hinduva imagination of the state then, recognition for transgender persons would be predicated on the “hegemonic constructs of the Hindu nation, the heteronormative Indian family” and how well they can fit into this mould.

Through regulation of sexuality and gender identity, the State has always been intimately involved in the lives of its subjects. The postcolonial Indian State’s “attempts to control and establish sovereignty over national culture and identity have manifested themselves by fortifying rigid gender and sexual identities”. It is important to acknowledge, however, that the nation-state “remains the unit of power with which to negotiate rights and demand responsibility”. Marginalised groups have always negotiated with the State through powerful social and political movements, challenging their exclusion and exploitation. Transgender movements in India continue to resist the State in myriad ways. This is exemplified in the legislative history of the Transgender Persons Act which is marked by numerous protests and appeals across the country, by such movements. While the process by which the Transgender Persons Act came into force, highlights the cis-heteronormative character of the State, the recent resistance by transgender persons speaks to alternative ways of doing politics, which the liberal conception of citizenship does not account for.

On November 24, 2019, two days before the Transgender Persons Bill 2019 passed, Delhi held its 12th Queer Pride Parade. Leading this parade were transgender activists, urging the Parliament, not to pass the Bill. With absolute disregard for the protests, as well as the Constitutional spirit of equality and justice, the Rajya Sabha passed the Bill on November
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26, 2019, much against the wishes of the people, whom the law was meant to protect. Trans activist, Revathi, wrote that “[t]he Central government should examine if the Bill recently passed is in accordance with the order passed by the Supreme Court and wishes of the transgender community. It should also examine if the Bill will really ensure the safety of the transgender community and act in deference to the wishes of the community”.52

India celebrates Constitution Day on November 26 every year, to commemorate the adoption of the Constitution of India in 1950. Although the official announcement in recognition of this day was made only in 2015, Dalit and Adivasi communities across India have been celebrating it for many years, recognising the contributions of Babasaheb Ambedkar.53 Despite the continued marginalisation of Dalit and Adivasi persons, it has been speculated that their faith in the Constitution that fails to protect them, comes from affirmative action provisions which the Constitution upholds.54 The reality remains bleak, with Indian democracy surviving because of the ‘faith and hope of the underclass’, but failing to consider them as contributing citizens.

Dalit transgender activist and artist Living Smile Vidya has referred to transphobia as a type of Brahminism where the hijra,55 “becomes the untouchable subject”.56 Many transgender persons are able to rent houses, only in Dalit colonies, due to social ostracization and structural barriers preventing them, from accessing employment.57 As stated earlier, Babasaheb Ambedkar’s final speech to the Constituent Assembly warned us of a ‘life of contradictions’ where there is equality in politics but inequality in social and economic life.58 While these inequities persist even today, Ambedkar envisioned the Constitution to thrive on the principles of equality, liberty and fraternity, and the celebration of Constitution Day by many Dalit and Adivasi groups, demonstrates the value that this document continues to hold for marginalised communities. This is exemplified in the petitions that have been filed in the Supreme Court, challenging the constitutional validity of the Transgender Persons Act.

The passing of this Bill on Constitution Day, therefore, marked an unconstitutional moment in the exercise of law-making, as the legislation contravenes the fundamental right to self-determination in Article 21, the right to freedom of expression under Article 19(1)(a), the right to equality contained in Article 14, the right to non-discrimination in

54 Id.
55 Hijra is a socio-cultural identity outside the heteronormative binary. Depending on their cultural and geographical location, hijras may identify as Aravani or Thirunangi in Tamil Nadu, Jogti in Maharashtra and Karnataka, Kinnar in Chattisgarh, Aradhi in Maharashtra etc.
56 Semmalar, supra note 32, at 5.
57 Id.
58 Ambedkar, supra note 11, at 3.
60 The President assented to the Bill on 5th December 2019, further cementing this unconstitutional moment.
Article 15, and also breaches Article 16 due to the lack of affirmative action measures, as outlined in National Legal Services Authority v. Union of India (‘NALSA’). In the next section, we examine the NALSA judgment and the critique advanced by many transgender activists and scholars.

B. NALSA AND THE SUPREME COURT CONSTRUCTION OF ‘TRANSGENDER’

The developments leading up to the Transgender Persons Act began with the NALSA decision of 2014 which recognised a ‘third gender’ category and upheld the principle of self-determination of gender identity. NALSA drew on India’s international law obligations, the increasing recognition of transgender rights internationally, and the constitutional protection of rights. The Court stated that the Indian Constitution required the State to recognise the personhood of transgender persons using Articles 14, 15, 16, 19 and 21 individually and collectively to reach this conclusion. The judgment has had positive effects for gender non-conforming communities and set a precedent for the expansion and protection of their constitutional rights. It recognised the historical discrimination experienced by gender variant people in the country, as well as continued discrimination in current times, and the Supreme Court’s understanding of this discrimination, was expressed through a detailed discussion on the ways in which transgender persons were discriminated against and abused through history. The Court granted weight to the ongoing discrimination and inequalities faced by transgender persons based on evidence submitted in court, and took a broad view on the potential for constitutional rights violations, indicating its own proactive role in protecting against the infringement of rights of a particular community.

Scholars have argued, the construction of ‘transgender’ or ‘third gender’ as a stable category, as the judiciary does in NALSA, is problematic given the diversity and heterogeneity of transgender persons in India. As Aniruddha Dutta notes, the category of ‘transgender’ evolved through activism in United States and western Europe encompasses “a spectrum of people who transgress gender norms”. Since the late 2000s, ‘transgender’ became established in state policy, thus subsuming all gender variant persons into “stable and bounded ‘identities’ and ‘populations’ through their interpellation within mechanisms of state and legal recognition”. People are deemed equal citizens only so long as they “perform certain prescribed codes of respectable citizenship which are for their own good”. Thus, although some people may be able to assimilate into the dominant culture, and be included in the fold of citizenship, those who are unable to do so, will experience citizenship as conditional. This has been seen in the case of women, as well as queer persons and those with other marginalised
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gender identities.\textsuperscript{71} Since citizenship is based on the selective exclusion of so-called undesirables by the State, some ‘conditional’ forms of citizenship are seen when these undesirables exhibit the capacity and inclination to be ‘consumers’ – and when they follow a code of conduct that establishes their respectability and desirability, by State standards.\textsuperscript{72}

Despite the critique of the NASLA judgement, at the heart of the judgment, as transgender activists and scholars such as Karthik Bittu Kondaiah, a scholar and an activist notes, is its explicit recognition of gender self-determination, i.e. the right of every individual to self-identify in any gender.\textsuperscript{73} Specifically, the Court states that the right to freedom of speech and expression under Article 19(1)(a) includes the right to express one’s self-identified gender through dress, words, action or behaviour or any other form. Further, Article 21, which the Court describes as “the heart and soul of the Indian Constitution”,\textsuperscript{74} guarantees the right to life and liberty, and includes all aspects of life that make life meaningful. The Court goes on to state that recognition of one’s gender identity is integral to the right to live with dignity and freedom.

This landmark jurisprudence led to a series of developments that resulted in the passing of the Transgender Persons Act. In the next section, we analyse these developments, as well as the recently introduced Draft Rules, and argue that the lack of a robust consultation process amounts to legislative violence against transgender persons.

\section*{C. LAWS ‘PROTECTING’ TRANSGENDER PERSONS AND THE LACK OF PRE-LEGISLATIVE CONSULTATION}

Following the NALSA decision, MP Tiruchi Siva,\textsuperscript{75} introduced The Rights of Transgender Persons Bill, 2014.\textsuperscript{76} As Siva explained in an interview, he worked closely with transgender persons while drafting the Bill.\textsuperscript{77} Though it passed unanimously in the Rajya Sabha, the MSJE drafted a parallel legislation in 2015 and invited comments from civil society organizations and trans-led groups.\textsuperscript{78} While the timeline was extremely short, several recommendations were still submitted, including suggestions to streamline the procedure for gender recognition and even to repeal §377 of the Indian Penal Code. It is unclear why the 2015 Draft Bill was never introduced in the Parliament. The MSJE then drafted and introduced another, more draconian legislation, titled the ‘Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Bill’ in the Lok Sabha in 2016.\textsuperscript{79} Despite many trans groups, activists and civil society organisations speaking out against this Bill, the MSJE rejected en-masse all the recommendations. After

\begin{itemize}
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multiple revisions over the years, the Bill was reintroduced in 2019, with the removal of certain provisions, such as the mandatory district screening committees. However, it still remains an extremely problematic legislation.

Less than a month after the Government of India announced a nationwide lockdown as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the MSJE published the Draft Rules to the Transgender Persons Act on its website, on April 18, 2020. The MSJE invited stakeholder suggestions to the Draft Rules but set the deadline as April 30, 2020, giving the public, merely 12 days to read and comment on the legislation. This was met with fierce opposition from trans activists and transgender-led groups, who challenged the MSJE’s hasty and seemingly apathetic move to make laws during a public health crisis, and without stakeholder consultation. The deadline was eventually extended to May 18, 2020. The second version of the Draft Rules was published on July 13, 2020, seeking suggestions and objections within 30 days. The decision to try and solicit stakeholder input during a global pandemic, at a time when millions were facing loss of livelihoods and support systems due to the lockdown, demonstrates an utter disregard for the rights of transgender persons. For many transgender persons, especially those who engaged in sex work or begging, the lockdown has had devastating impact on their livelihoods. In April, more than 2000 transgender activists wrote to the government seeking special economic packages and for transgender persons who often do not have reliable sources of income and face difficulties in obtaining rations or accessing medical care. Introducing a legislation at a time like this means that many transgender persons are unable to participate in the consultation processes and, thus, their needs go unaddressed.

Laws in India, are often hastily passed with little discussion, resulting in fierce opposition from the public. The CAA was introduced in the Lok Sabha on December 9, 2019, passed on the same day, and subsequently passed in the Rajya Sabha on December 11, 2019. The CAA amends The Citizenship Act 1955, purportedly to provide a path for fast-track Indian citizenship to undocumented migrants “belonging to Hindu, Sikh, Buddhist, Jain, Parsi or
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Christian community from Afghanistan, Bangladesh or Pakistan, who entered into India on or before the 31st day of December, 2014”. However, it explicitly excludes Muslims from its purview, and was passed by the Parliament in 2 days. It comes as no surprise then, that protests have erupted throughout the country, against this law. One of us argues elsewhere that it is not possible to enact meaningful laws, without a process of “community consultation, feedback, cross-sectoral negotiation, and consensus”. This process allows for public participation in law-making, provides an opportunity to gather the views of all stakeholders (including critical ones) and guarantees transparency. The lack of such processes in India results in legislations that undermine the rights of the very groups, they claim to protect. The legislative history of the Transgender Persons Act, serves as a prime example of the consequences of a law-making process that is not mindful of the lived realities of citizens.

D. LEGISLATIVE VIOLENCE

This law-making process enacts a form of violence on transgender persons, by ignoring social realities and failing to take their perspectives into consideration. Hannah Arendt argues that violence “always needs implements”. She distinguishes justification from legitimacy, stating that violence, by its nature, is ‘instrumental’, requiring “guidance and justification through the end it pursues”. The justification of violence, which relates to ‘an end which lies in the future’ “loses in plausibility, the farther away its intended end, recedes into the future” and since legitimacy is claimed through invoking the past, violence can theoretically be justified, but can never be legitimate. If the State, as Marx pointed out, is an “instrument of oppression in the hands of the ruling class”, then law is (one of) the implements through which the State enacts violence upon its subjects. This is contradictory to the premise that law is meant to be the opposite of violence, and that “legal forms of decision-making are introduced to interrupt the endless sequence of violence and counter-violence”. On the contrary, scholars like Walter Benjamin argue that legal forms of decision-making actually exert violence.

In ‘Critique of Violence’, Benjamin suggests that there is a twofold relationship between violence and law; that of law-making and law-preserving. Benjamin traces the roots of law-making violence to the sphere of Constitutional law and specifically to the task of establishing ‘peace’ after years of war. Once the State decides what its frontiers must be, it accords equal rights where “for both parties to the treaty, it is the same line that may not be crossed”. Benjamin refers to Anatole France’s novel ‘The Red Lily’ and its satirical take on the ‘equality’ of the law: “[i]n its majestic equality, the law forbids rich and poor alike to sleep under bridges, beg in the streets and steal loaves of bread”. In acting ‘equally’, the law enacts
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a kind of violence upon those who are made unequal in society due to their socio-economic locations.

When law and society are founded on violence, rather than upon a social contract, Benjamin argues that “[l]aw-making is power-making, assumption of power, and to that extent an immediate manifestation of violence”. These manifestations of violence, of course, cannot easily be named as such because they appear in the guise of ‘law’ (understood in opposition to violence). They become “legitimate violence” or what Benjamin refers to as “banal, regularized violence that passes for law”. The material distance between this ‘law-preserving violence’ or ‘legitimate violence’ and its own foundation of violence provides the illusion that the law and violence are separate from each other. Law-preserving violence is “a violence that appears other than itself”. However, what makes the violence of the law reprehensible is that the law not only threatens and coerces and violates but that it is “effective only for its own sake, for the sake of keeping up its own order, of establishing and enforcing its own categories, perspective, and language—for the sake of its power”. As Menke argues, Benjamin’s critique is not of what the law does but rather the violence of how it operates.

While violence may be manifested through the judiciary; NALSA, as well as the legislature, Transgender Persons Act, we are concerned here with the legislative violence exerted by the Transgender Persons Act and the Draft Rules. Law-making processes should reflect the democratic principles of dialogue and deliberation in order to create legislations that are representative as well as effective. A thorough consultative process, with a bottoms-up approach, and deliberations with all stakeholders brings more legitimacy to the laws, ultimately enacted. According to Cover, “[u]nder the unifying claims of the legal order there exists a variety of different peoples and groups, each constituted by their own beliefs and commitments”. However, the Transgender Persons Act ignores these diverse claims in favour of treating transgender persons as a monolithic entity. Notably, the Bills in their various iterations, failed to incorporate the demands of the transgender persons.

Transgender activists across the country resisted the passing of the Transgender Persons Bill citing the NALSA judgment, which was lauded for its upholding of the self-determination of gender – stating that the provisions of the Bill would violate the rights of
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transgender persons across the country. They stated that the Bill went against their rights to dignity and bodily autonomy, failed to grant them basic civil rights (such as marriage, adoption and social security benefits), reservations in education and jobs, and served to create “bureaucratic layers and red-tapeism”, that would act as a burden to transgender persons. It has been argued that protests, “mostly challenge the conserving violence of law” and hence, the State is able to accommodate reforms or concessions. Thus, the 2018 draft of the Transgender Persons Bill was introduced and passed in the Lok Sabha with 27 amendments, including a revised definition of ‘transgender’. However, it continued to receive great opposition from transgender activists, who argued that these changes were merely cosmetic.

The passing of this Act, in spite of the mass protests and appeals against it, lays bare the violence intrinsic in the legislative process. One of the many directives issued by the Court in NALSA, was for Central and State governments to grant legal recognition to individuals’ self-determined gender identity through state-issued identity cards. As research based on filing Right to Information (‘RTI’) applications shows, however, the implementation of this directive on the ground, has been riddled with problems of excessive bureaucratization. Transgender activists such as Laxmi Narayan Tripathi (who was also one of the original petitioners in the case) have been vocal about the gaps in implementation of the Court’s directives, especially at the State level where effective policies have not yet been developed even six years later. As many activists have pointed out, the Transgender Persons Act, is no more than a bureaucratic exercise; a “colonial hangover, giving the bureaucracy too much power over human life.” The very existence of this Act, then, reverts to the colonial practice of social exclusion and discrimination against gender minorities.

E. CITIZENSHIP UNDER THE TRANSGENDER PERSONS ACT

Niraja Jayal argues that “citizenship is the privilege of the unmarked”. For those who belong to disadvantaged groups, citizenship is conferred, paradoxically, only through being marked as different or even inferior. This is the citizenship that transgender persons
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are granted through the Transgender Persons Act. The Act violates the spirit of the Constitution and the NALSA judgment by stripping away the autonomy of transgender persons to gender self-identification. §7 of the Act, discussed in the part below, is the core of this violation due to the requirement of a surgery certificate to legally recognize an individual as male or female. The Supreme Court has previously ruled that the ‘right to life’ includes the right to live with dignity, which encompasses not only bare necessities but also “facilities for reading writing and expressing oneself in diverse forms, freely moving about and mixing and mingling with fellow human beings.”115 Marginalised groups “cite dignity as a crucial element in determining their relationship with other groups and with the state”.116 Hence, as Ranjita Mohanty argues, “the citizenship experience of many groups depends on whether they are able to live with dignity”.117

Laxmi Narayan Tripathi has stated the NALSA verdict would make no difference if transgender persons are not ‘treated with dignity as humans’.118 As we demonstrate, the Transgender Persons Act violates the right to live with human dignity and the right to self-determination in three ways: (1) by denying transgender persons the right to decisional autonomy over their gender identity, (2) by failing to carry out affirmative action obligations to satisfy the principle of substantive equality, and (3) by treating transgender persons as ‘victims’ in need of rehabilitation.

1. Denial of Decisional Autonomy

The NALSA decision affirms the right of all individuals to self-determination of their identity. Gender self-determination refers to the right of all individuals to determine their gender identity, unrestricted by the gender binary. The Supreme Court in NALSA referred to Principle 3 of the Yogyakarta Principles and stated that:

“Each person’s self-defined sexual orientation and gender identity is integral to their personality and is one of the most basic aspects of self-determination, dignity and freedom and no one shall be forced to undergo medical procedures, including SRS, sterilization or hormonal therapy, as a requirement for legal recognition of their gender identity”.119 (emphasis added)

The Court further stated that “Gender identity as already indicated forms the core of one’s personal self, based on self-identification, not on surgical or medical procedure”. The Court also expressly stated that expression of gender identity and gender presentation is protected under Article 19(1)(a) ‘freedom of speech and expression’. The Court ruled that:

“A transgender’s personality could be expressed by the transgender’s behaviour and presentation. State cannot prohibit, restrict or interfere with a transgender’s expression of such personality, which reflects that inherent personality…We,
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therefore, hold that values of privacy, self-identity, autonomy and personal integrity are fundamental rights guaranteed to members of the transgender community under Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution of India and the State is bound to protect and recognize those rights”.

Thus, the Supreme Court guaranteed legal recognition to self-determination of gender identity as a part of the fundamental right to freedom of expression under Article 19(1)(a). However, as we demonstrate in the following section, the Transgender Persons Act violates this right by setting this legislation, and through it the District Magistrate, as the final authority on an individual’s gender identity. We further argue that the Act negates the inherent values of the Constitution and the NALSA decision by requiring convoluted bureaucratic interference and expanding the scope for discrimination against transgender persons at the hands of the State.

a. Gender Determination by Bureaucracy

The Act disrespects the autonomy of transgender persons and denies their right to gender self-identification by ‘outsourcing’, the task of gender determination to the State’s bureaucratic machinery. Transgender persons are effectively told that they do not deserve to choose their gender and that the State has the power to ‘screen’ applicants and decide. §4 of the Act, at first glance, appears to uphold the principle of self-identification by stating that transgender persons have a right to ‘self-perceived gender identity’. However, the Act does not embody the true spirit of self-determination, and in fact directly contradicts the NALSA judgment which calls for self-affirmation and identification of gender without the requirement of any gender affirming surgical procedures. The Transgender Persons Act and the Draft Rules continue to pathologise transgender persons and make legal recognition (and, therefore, citizenship) contingent on the diagnosis of gender dysphoria. It is clear that far from disregarding medical procedures in determining gender identity, as prescribed by the Court, the law actually relies on such medical procedures to dilute the ‘self-perceived gender identity’ outlined in §4 of the Act.

§§5 and 6 state that any individual who wishes to be legally recognised as ‘transgender’ is required to obtain a certificate from a District Magistrate. While the original version of the Draft Rules specified that a psychologist’s report must be attached with the application for an identity certificate recognizing the applicant as ‘transgender’, the latest version does away with this requirement. Transgender activists argue that §5 and §6 are transphobic and demeaning, as they entail a screening or verification process before this
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123 The Draft Rules that were published on the MSJE website, inviting comments until 18th May, stated in Rule 4(1) that the District Magistrate shall, based on the application, the affidavit and the report of a psychologist of a hospital of appropriate Government attached therewith, verify the correctness of the said report of psychologist and the place of residence of the applicant, but without any medical examination, except for issue of certificate of identity under Section 7 of the Act, the procedure for which is prescribed in rule 6. To access the Rules see MINISTRY OF SOCIAL JUSTICE AND EMPOWERMENT, Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Rules, 2020, available at http://socialjustice.nic.in/writereaddata/UploadFile/draftrule1604.pdf (Last visited on August 25, 2020).
governmental authority. The District Magistrate – as a paternalistic and bureaucratic gatekeeper with the authority to determine an applicant’s gender identity – is thus positioned at direct odds with the constitutionally protected tenets of autonomy and self-determination. Further, the current Draft Rules require the applicant to have resided within the jurisdiction of the Magistrate for a continuous period of one year. This is a problematic provision, given that many transgender persons, especially hijras, frequently migrate across cities and states. The Expert Committee on the Issues Relating to Transgender Persons constituted by the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment, wrote in their Report that transgender persons faced “ostracisation from family, unemployment and homelessness”, which could make it challenging for them to prove one year’s continued residence in one place.

§7 of the legislation, covering gender change, lies at the core of how this legislation “undoes the capacity of the trans subject to be citizen”. §7 requires transgender persons to submit a certificate issued by the Medical Superintendent or Chief Medical Officer, stating that they have undergone medical intervention to change gender, in order for the District Magistrate to issue a revised certificate of identity with their gender marked as ‘male’ or ‘female’. The District Magistrate, must verify the correctness of the certificate before issuing a revised identity certificate. This provision continues to violate both the Constitutional spirit of the NALSA judgment as well the principle of self-identification laid out in the Transgender Persons Act itself. It provides that a transgender individual can, only after medical intervention (in the first set of Draft Rules, the term ‘surgery’ was used and thereafter replaced with the term ‘medical intervention’ upon receipt of suggestions from transgender movements and other
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129 §7 of the Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Act 2019 reads as follows:

(1) After the issue of a certificate under sub-section (1) of section 6, if a transgender person undergoes surgery to change gender either as a male or female, such person may make an application, along with a certificate issued to that effect by the Medical Superintendent or Chief Medical Officer of the medical institution in which that person has undergone surgery, to the District Magistrate for revised certificate, in such form and manner as may be prescribed.

(2) The District Magistrate shall, on receipt of an application along with the certificate issued by the Medical Superintendent or Chief Medical Officer, and on being satisfied with the correctness of such certificate, issue a certificate indicating change in gender in such form and manner and within such time, as may be prescribed.

(3) The person who has been issued a certificate of identity under section 6 or a revised certificate under sub-section (2) shall be entitled to change the first name in the birth certificate and all other official documents relating to the identity of such person:

Provided that such change in gender and the issue of revised certificate under sub-section (2) shall not affect the rights and entitlements of such person under this Act.

April-June, 2020
civil society activists), make an application to a state authority for ‘change in gender’.\textsuperscript{130} This process again betrays the cis-heteronormative framework within which gender identity is perceived by the state, which requires proof (medical certificates) and recording of ‘sex change’ solely by transgender and intersex persons.

We argue that the §7 fails to meet the constitutionality test on several levels. Mandatorily requiring persons who choose to identify either as male or female to undergo surgery creates additional hurdles in the path towards obtaining accurate gender identification. The Transgender Persons Act also fails to supplement the mandatory requirement of Gender Affirming Surgery with adequate healthcare infrastructure, free or subsidised gender affirming procedures, and gender sensitisation in the medical (and mental) healthcare professions. As Gee Semmalar, a transgender activist and scholar writes, transgender persons are forced to seek expensive private healthcare due to the absence of sensitive public healthcare facilities, and the dismal quality of healthcare in the country.\textsuperscript{131} Widespread discrimination, stigma and ignorance of medical professionals with respect to the transition process, such as hormone replacement therapy and gender affirming surgery, have led to many transgender persons undergoing gender affirming procedures outside healthcare facilities.\textsuperscript{132} Costs of such procedures in hospitals can often be prohibitive, as well, pushing transgender persons to back-alley procedures.

The insistence on a medical certificate to confirm Gender Affirming Surgery has also been called out by activists for failing to account for persons who had gone through surgery years ago and cannot produce documentation now. It has been pointed out that Gender Affirming Surgery “is not a monolithic, single surgery”, which thus leaves significant legal ambiguity and unbridled discretion at the hands of government authorities to approve or reject applications.\textsuperscript{133} The latest version of the Draft Rules, allows for a certificate noting that the applicant has undergone ‘medical intervention’ instead of ‘surgery’.\textsuperscript{134} While the term may be read broadly, there is no clarity on what kind of ‘medical intervention’ would be accepted as proof of gender change, and this provision largely leaves it up to the bureaucracy to determine transgender persons’ identity. Medical procedures cannot be a requirement for legal recognition of one’s gender, especially since many people may not want to medically transition, but should still be entitled to identity documents with their chosen name and gender. The NALSA judgement clearly stated that insistence on surgery for legal recognition of gender identity is “immoral and illegal”.\textsuperscript{135} Kanmani, an activist and a law student, writes that “from

\textsuperscript{130} Although the latest Draft Rules require proof of ‘medical intervention’ in place of surgery, the requirement to undergo any medical process at all, in order to get recognition in one’s gender identity, violates the right to self-determination.

\textsuperscript{131} Semmalar, supra note 32, at 6.

\textsuperscript{132} Many procedures to change gender from male to female are carried out by unqualified medics in smaller towns such as Palamaner and Kadapa in Andhra Pradesh, as well as Dindigul in Tamil Nadu. See Elizabeth Soumya, Indian transgender health challenges, AL JAZEERA, June 18, 2014, available at https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2014/06/healthcare-distant-india-transgenders-201461882414495902.html (Last visited on August 25, 2020).
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\textsuperscript{134} Rule 6(1) and 6(2) of the Draft Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Rules 2020 reads:

(1) If a transgender person undergoes medical intervention to change sex either as a male or female, such person may apply in the Form – 1, along with a certificate issued to that effect by the Medical Superintendent or Chief Medical Officer of the medical institution in which that person has undergone the said medical intervention, to the District Magistrate for the issue of a revised certificate of identity under section 7; (2) The District Magistrate shall, on receipt of an application referred to in sub-rule (1) shall verify the correctness of the said medical certificate.

\textsuperscript{135} NALSA supra note 62, ¶129(5) at 10.
self-identification of gender identity post-NALSA, we went to a newer form of medicalisation of gender identity with institutionalised hierarchy”. Kanmani further argues that the Transgender Persons Act assumes, in a show of ‘cis voyeuristic curiosity’ that personhood for transgender people resides in their bodies and genitalia, and not in them. Not all transgender persons want gender affirming surgery, or hormone therapy or other ‘medical interventions’. The Act, however, compels transgender persons to “reduce their trans identity to that of the body” in order to obtain legal recognition.

The provisions regarding the issuance of identity certificates as well as certificates for change in gender, show a reliance on local or state bureaucracy for the ‘implementation’ of the law. Nayanika Mathur, in her formative work on Indian bureaucracy ‘examines the ‘vexedness of implementation’ of laws by local bureaucrats, for whom the “law and the operational guidelines that govern its implementation were products of a crazed imagination and of an elite disconnection from the labours of real implementation”. The cynicism around the centrally-dictated law that had come from people who “worked out of air-conditioned offices in Delhi” was found to be connected with a larger narrative of disillusionment regarding the state’s agenda for ‘development’. Dispelling the prevailing middle and upper-class narratives that discrepancies in implementation of the law were due to lower-level bureaucratic corruption, laziness or lack of understanding, Mathur sheds light on the challenges of implementing plans that are ‘utopian’ in nature and that take the form of “deeply desired reforms” due to various complexities as well as the “layered entanglements” between the State and the actual officials tasked with concrete responsibilities. The Transgender Act and pursuant Rules, which put the entire onus of verifying gender identities on lower-level bureaucrats is a law that will experience the same ‘vexedness’ in implementation and subaltern disconnect as seen in the implementation of the National Rural Employment Guarantee Act, in Uttarakhand.

The Act and Rules’ emphasis on identity documentation corresponding with gender identity also gives rise to a new form of citizenship beyond notions of civil citizenship, with biological presumptions lying at its core – or ‘biological citizenship’. The concept of biological citizenship has historically been linked with racialised national politics, eugenics and ableist narratives and in current times, increased scientific and technological literacy is a strategy used by the state and private actors for “making up the biological citizen”, where “making up citizens” is the “reshaping” of how such citizens are perceived and understood by various authorities. The ‘biological citizen’ created by the Transgender Persons Act and the Draft Rules thereunder rests on the medicalisation of transgender and gender-variant bodies and visibilising them before State authorities. Such visibilising of marginalised groups and
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persons before legislatively and materially cis-heteronormative institutions is likely to only exacerbate their marginalisation and the power imbalance between them and the State.

Further, the Transgender Persons Act and Draft Rules only recognize familial structures by blood or marriage or (legal) adoption, and do not recognize families of choice or traditional joint living systems such as the hijra gharana system. As Abhina Aher says, “a family is not only blood relations”. Familial structures that do not rely on blood or marriage, find no place in the law. Grace Banu similarly states, “[w]e have our own culture. Our trans forefathers and foremothers formed it; we respect these and don't want to erase our history”. The restrictive definition of ‘family’ in the Act that has only includes people related by blood, marriage or legal adoption has been critiqued for being ‘banal’ in nature, ignoring the fact that many transgender persons face severe discrimination and violence at the hands of their biological families and immediate community. The control over marriage and reproduction is central to the construction of the nation-state. As Mary Daly argues, when citizenship included the right to have a family, a home etc., this was a right exclusively of men, and not of women. It is clear, therefore, that the conceptualisation of citizenship itself is a graded one, where only certain groups of people are given citizenship rights contingent on their ability to conform to cis-heteronormative ideals. The definition in the Transgender Persons Act clearly imposes a cis-heteronormative, biologically assumptive construction of ‘family’ and kinship structures, which in turn inform the nature of the Act and the Rules. Thus, the law denies equal citizenship to transgender persons by deliberately excluding alternative structures of family and kinship.

Thus, the Transgender Persons Act’s requirement of a certificate proving that an individual has undergone any form of ‘medical intervention’ to change gender clearly violates transgender persons’ rights to autonomy and self-determination. In Anuj Garg v. Hotel Association of India, the Supreme Court established a strong jurisprudence of gender equality and expressly stated that legislations which reflect “majoritarian impulses rooted in moralistic tradition do not impinge upon individual autonomy”. The Court invoked an ‘anti-stereotyping principle’ to hold that provisions which rely on culturally-defined notions of gender roles would need to be “tested on the touchstone of constitutional values”. The provisions of the Transgender Persons Act discussed in this section clearly violate these values by stripping away bodily and decisional autonomy from transgender persons. However, it is not merely the abnegation of this fundamental right of gender self-identification that denies
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transgender persons equal citizenship, but also the failure of this legislation to fulfil the right to substantive equality guaranteed by the Constitution.

2. **Empty Promise of Substantive Equality**

Formal equality policies typically preserve status quo inequalities, as they are often steadfast and uniform despite the variation of the social context in which they apply.\(^{153}\) However, Article 14 of the Constitution encapsulates substantive and not formal equality. Moreover, the Constitution read wholly, and particularly in light of Article 15, espouses substantive equality by extending not only a preventive covenant for the State from engaging in discriminatory actions, but further including a positive covenant encouraging the State to strive towards equality.\(^{154}\) As one of us has argued elsewhere, “realizing substantive gender equality requires addressing the historical roots of gender discrimination, gender stereotypes, and traditional understandings of gender roles that perpetuate discrimination and inequality.”\(^{155}\) Recent Supreme Court jurisprudence in India has also articulated a robust vision of sexual and decisional autonomy within the framework of equality. The *Navtej Johar v. Union of India*,\(^ {156}\) and *Joseph Shine v. Union of India*,\(^{157}\) decisions of 2018 read together create a strong framework to understand the manner in which the rights to equality, and non-discrimination on the basis of sex and gender intersect.\(^ {158}\)

To secure equality of status and opportunity for all citizens, the Constitution via Article 15(4) empowers the State to make special provisions ‘for the advancement of’ oppressed groups, as a form of positive discrimination.\(^ {159}\) As Anand Teltumbde states, “reservations were envisioned as a ‘countervailing force’ to deal with the incapacity of Indian society to treat all its constituents with equity.”\(^ {160}\) This principle has also been articulated in a plethora of Supreme Court jurisprudence,\(^ {161}\) including the NALSA judgment which mandated the State to provide transgender persons with reservations in educational institutions and public employment.\(^ {162}\) Shreya Atrey notes that Article 15(4) does not confer a right but is, instead, a “discretionary [tool] for the government to be pursued towards the broader goal of promoting
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However, the State’s loud silence on affirmative action reflects a blatant disregard for substantive equality as a constitutional value. Reservations are not an exception to the right to equality enshrined in the Constitution but are a means of fulfilling substantive equality which “imposes a duty on states to provide it for those groups who are disadvantaged in different terms.” The Transgender Persons Act lacks affirmative measures despite repeated requests from transgender-led groups to include reservations. A consolidated response from transgender groups explicitly notes the lack of a provision for reservations as a big lacuna in the 2016 Bill. This affects transgender persons’ access to education and employment, increasing their vulnerability.

Furthermore, the Act constructs a difference between transgender sexual assault survivors in comparison to cisgender female survivors: it provides a maximum sentence of only two years for anyone convicted of sexually abusing a transgender person. This is in stark contrast to the minimum sentence of ten years for sexually assaulting a cisgender woman. When questioned about the provision, the Minister for Social Justice and Empowerment, Thawar Chand Gehlot, dismissed concerns by stating that “sexual abuse is choti moti ched-chad” (sexual abuse is trivial harassment). Activists and advocacy groups have argued that there must be proportional punishments for crimes committed against transgender persons if the Act is to uphold the right to equality, dignity and life. The disproportional nature of punishments underscores the discriminatory nature of the Act.
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171 Mimi E. Kim, From carceral feminism to transformative justice: Women-of-color feminism and alternatives to incarceration, 27 JOURNAL OF ETHNIC & CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN SOCIAL WORK 3, 219-233 (2018) (We believe that criminalisation by itself is not a solution and collaboration with the carceral state will only result in more harm. The majority of prisoners in India are Dalits, Muslims and Adivasis, which demonstrates that rather than following the ‘rule of law’, the system is one of ‘rule by law’, where statutes are used as tools to oppress minority and marginalised communities by the elite. Therefore, expanding the penal framework applicable to transgender persons, opening additional avenues for incarceration, can become highly problematic and harmful for these communities. Further, penal institutions “make use of normative binary gender to control individuals under carceral supervision” and, thus, advocating for greater imprisonment may reproduce a trans exclusionary vision of feminism. Nevertheless, it is important to note that many trans activists and groups have made demands for a stronger and more equal criminal provisions against sexual assault of transgender persons. This is because
Prima facie, the disproportionate and unequal punishments are violative of Article 14 of the Constitution which provides the right to equality and equal protection of the laws, and effectively marries the English ‘rule of law’ doctrine with the ‘equal protection’ clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, but in reality, the rule of law itself lives in the shadow of other social inequalities, leading to continued marginalisation of disenfranchised groups, in spite of such legal ‘protections’. This is illustrated in India’s “legal affirmation of Dalits” through constitutional provisions, protective legislations and affirmative action programmes, which has still not diminished the endemic discriminatory treatment and societal norms, “reinforced by government and private structures, often through violent means”. The rights enshrined in the Constitution are “not meant to serve them” and Dalit communities are seen to be victims of both under-enforcement and over-enforcement of laws, the former with respect to protective legislation and the latter with respect to violent state machinery, like law enforcement, which targets and subjects Dalits to extensive brutality.

The already differential and discriminatory treatment between cisgender and transgender persons is reinforced by the disparity between penal provisions for cisgender and transgender survivors of sexual assault and is telling of the inequitable approach of law makers towards transgender persons. This Act has supposedly been enacted as an acknowledgement and recognition of transgender persons in law, but instead serves to monitor and police them, on a different standing from the recognition and treatment of cisgender citizens of the country. A perusal of the Act shows the gendered and graded citizenship that transgenders persons are begrudgingly given and strongly planted in a cis-heteronormative framework. §4 of the Act which grants ‘recognition rights’ to transgender persons and the right to ‘self-perceived gender identity’ is sharply contradicted by §5 and §6, which mandate that trans persons go to a District Magistrate to apply for ‘certificates of identity’ as “proof of recognition of his identity as a transgender person”. The contradictions between self-affirmation or self-recognition of gender and the administrative process for ‘formal proof of recognition’ shows the differential nature of citizenship granted to the ‘third-gender’ individual, where they have to provide verification to the state of their gender identity.

Citizenship’s promise of equality by the law remains “elusive and fettered” and the differential penal provisions in the law indicate that transgender persons fall within, as Anupama Roy writes, “a range of graded and differential categories and corresponding lived experiences of citizenship”, which shall not grant ‘full’ citizenship, but peripheral membership under strict monitoring, reporting, documentation and surveillance. If citizenship can be considered a set of civil, political and social rights, then queer persons are only ‘partial citizens’ due to their exclusion from several of these rights.
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In postcolonial India, the “transition from colonial subjects to citizens of an independent nation” has come with its own set of gradations. While Baxi speaks of a hierarchical citizenship with *gendered citizens* (including gender and sexual minorities) as the recipients of state violence, gender itself is unstable and graded. Gender is not an innate, unchangeable entity; it is socially constructed and “individually imposed through socially recognized performances and acts”. Surya Monro, through writings, highlights the ‘gender-blindness’ of conventional approaches to citizenship. Monro’s critique also highlights how feminist analyses of citizenship often exclude transgender persons, and largely ignore the “troubling of gender and sexual orientation categories” that transgender and intersex persons provoke. Gee Semmalar states that “gender is a public concept” and that the very presence of transgender persons disrupts the “heteropatriarchal boxes of acceptable gender categories”.

In order to acquire legal citizenship, transgender persons must make themselves legible to the legal system which demands that bodies be either ‘male’ or ‘female’. This bureaucratic division renders those who do not identify as either culturally unintelligible and, thus, unequal citizens. When this binary is challenged by transgender persons, through the NALSA case for example, the courts “inevitably rely on classifications to understand and define legitimate identities.” In these circumstances, inclusion (in the full spectrum of citizenship rights) can often just mean seeking legitimacy from the state and society. However, due to the cis-heteronormative State and the resulting legislative violence, the ‘legitimacy’ that the Transgender Persons Act offers to transgender persons is illusory. As we demonstrate in the next section, the inclusion of transgender persons in the fold of citizenship is done through a protectionist and paternalistic lens. The ‘legitimate’ transgender citizen, then, is one that the State can protect and ‘rehabilitate’, and not a person with autonomy.

### 3. PATERNALISTIC APPROACH OF TRANSGENDER PERSONS ACT

In retaining the language of ‘rehabilitation’, the Transgender Persons Act and the Draft Rules both treat transgender persons as victims in need of protections, as opposed to rights-bearing agents in civil society. §8(4) of the Act calls on the government to take welfare measures for “rescue, protection and rehabilitation”. Similarly Rule 10(5) mentions *inter alia* the construction of ‘rehabilitation centres’ for transgender persons. While rehabilitation centres may act as shelters for transgender persons whose families are unable to take care of them, this is not unlike the paternalistic rehabilitation framework of policies related to sex work in India; the state and NGOs conduct raids to ‘rescue’ sex workers and place them in rehabilitation
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facilities. This is seemingly for vocational training, but sex workers often live in unsanitary conditions and experience abuse in these facilities. Rehabilitation facilities can replicate jail-like conditions, and sex workers who are forced into these facilities experience high rates of violence in them. Collectives such as the National Network of Sex Workers have advocated for sex work to be recognised as any other work, and have argued against forced rescue-and-rehabilitation models. As NNSW highlights in a statement to the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, voluntary sex work is a “contractual arrangement where sexual services are negotiated between consenting adults”. In trying to deal with concerns around trafficking, the government conflates it with sex work and erases the agency of sex workers. The inclusion of a rehabilitation framework into the Transgender Persons Act has raised concerns of abuse of these provisions by law enforcement, to crack down not only on transgender sex workers, but on other individuals under anti-beggary laws where the language is vague enough to allow for unchecked violence, and for transgender persons to be detained indefinitely in beggar’s homes set up under these laws.

Thus, the law sets itself as the final authority in determining an individual’s gender identity, making it arduously bureaucratic and against the principle of self-determination. By stripping transgender persons of their autonomy and treating them merely as passive recipients of state welfare, the Act violates their right to live with dignity and their right to freedom of speech and expression guaranteed under Articles 19(1)(a) and 21 of the Constitution of India. Vikramaditya Sahai, an activist and independent researcher writes that the Transgender Persons Act withdraws the ability to consent from transgender persons, thus making them “unequal in the response-abilities between them and the state”. By robbing transgender persons of the right to gender self-identification, the law turns the “trans person into just a trans body”. This reductive treatment of trans identities by the State clearly shows the cis-heteronormative regulatory basis upon which citizenship is granted to individuals and communities.

Thus, the citizenship imagined in the Transgender Persons Act is not a ‘full’ citizenship or membership in Indian society, but the relegation of transgender persons into a space where they are ‘passive citizens’ as opposed to ‘active’ citizens. Bhargava argues that passive citizens are entitled to the minimum of material well-being, physical security, and non-interference in a ‘sphere of one’s own’. Active citizens, by contrast, are recognised as ‘equal
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participants in the public domain’. The provisions of the Transgender Persons Act allow for access to certain basic protections, necessities and liberties, but leave no space for negotiation and active engagement with the state.\(^{194}\) Although the Act does, in a way, concretise citizenship entitlements, transgender persons’ location within social structures (marked by discrimination, violence and oppression) and the lack of legal provisions results in them obtaining “differentiated” citizenship rights.\(^{195}\) Such differential citizenship rights between populations and communities indicate that certain sections’ rights are undermined, perhaps by the absence of a proactive state and/or the absence of social conditions that would enable those persons to effectively exercise their citizenship.\(^{196}\)

There is an aspect of differential citizenship that is constructed through bureaucratic systems and the process of ‘waiting’ for the State to address claims.\(^{197}\) In the Draft Rules to the Transgender Persons Act, Rule 9 provides that an individual will have 60 days to appeal the rejection of their application to obtain a gender identity certificate.\(^{198}\) However, the right to enforce fundamental rights is guaranteed under Articles 32 and 226 of the Constitution. Since legal recognition of one’s gender identity is a fundamental right held by NALSA, setting a time limit on the appeal process forecloses the possibility of legal recourse and thus violates the fundamental rights of transgender persons. By including provisions like these in the legislation, the State permits limited citizenship to transgender persons.

Additionally, bureaucratic practices in India are a form of structural violence that excludes certain groups from material entitlements or citizenship rights. The Indian bureaucracy is so notorious for its waiting process and ‘red-tapeism’ that it is the subject of much humour both within and outside the country.\(^{199}\) Research in Tamil Nadu villages highlights the tediousness of waiting to obtain documents such as ration cards, voter IDs, and other certificates for welfare benefits. The application process requires numerous visits to government offices, and paperwork often gets stuck at some level of the bureaucracy, without the person receiving any information about the status of their application. However, contrary to the argument that these bureaucratic actions are arbitrary, research shows that the outcomes of these actions are actually the systemic products of discrimination based on gender, caste and religion. Waiting produces “hierarchies which segregate people and places into those that matter, and those that do not” and the consequences of not waiting include the denial of citizenship.\(^{200}\)

As we have explained, the Transgender Persons Act sets out a complicated web of barriers to legal recognition of one’s gender. Transgender persons must navigate this web in order to obtain documents that reflect the changes in their name and/or gender identity. The ability to change one’s name to reflect gender identity can be fundamental to notions of
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\(^{198}\) Rule 9 reads: The applicant shall have a right to appeal, within sixty days from the date of intimation of the rejection of the application, to the appellate authority as designated by the appropriate Government for a final order.


\(^{200}\) Carswell, Chambers and De Neve, supra note 187.
belonging and recognition. Names can become active sites of contested citizenship, as changing the “elements of identity believed to be stable and fixed, such as names and sex/gender, challenges the normative construct of citizen”. With the enactment of the CAA, and the proposed NRC, transgender persons are likely to face additional hurdles in legal recognition.

While the State may appear to recognise and protect the rights of transgender persons through the enactment of this legislation, the realisation of these rights through a complicated bureaucratic process completely strips away the autonomy of transgender persons. ‘Full’ citizenship for transgender persons is contingent on their capacity to navigate this process and successfully negotiate with the State to gain recognition of their gender identity. In this section, we have analysed in detail the Constitutional violations of the Act. In Part III, we look at the CAA-NRIC and how the connection between these laws and the Transgender Persons Act is likely to have a disproportionate impact on transgender persons. We also explore the history of resistance by transgender movements to the legislative violence of the State, and examine how these moments of resistance envision an alternative politics.

III. “IDENTITY”IFICATION CITIZENSHIP

There has long been a contested relationship between identity documents and citizenship in postcolonial South Asia. Identity documents are central to the bureaucratic state, especially in India, where welfare policies have elaborate documentary requirements which “lend an aura of transparency, while perversely obfuscating the actual goings on”. The relationship between identity documents and citizenship has also come up periodically in postcolonial India, with the rise of right wing political ideals creating uncertainty for people “deemed to be on the ‘margins’ of the state”. Citizenship through an examination of these identity documents shows “dangerous erraticism” where identity documents can be used as “political currency” to be traded, verified, devalued and even cast as null and void. Anupama Roy aptly describes the iterative character of bureaucracy as “back-and-forth movements of files across various departments in the process of executive decision making” which reveals the processes through which the State designs systems of classifications for its citizens. Nayanika Mathur highlights the ‘illegibility’ of the law as an inherent part of the way in which laws are made real. Mathur describes it as the ‘paper state’ where the primary means through which laws and policies are implemented is “by the production, circulation, reading, and filing of the correct documents”. Shirin Rai also notes that documents “form a critical materiality of citizenship”; for example, BPL (below poverty line) cards in India allow people to access welfare benefits but also mark them as dependent on the state, whereas PAN cards reflect their status as taxpayers who also contribute to the state.
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The significance of documents is evident in the proposed NRIC, which would require transgender persons to prove their citizenship status even as they struggle to obtain the appropriate documents reflecting their self-determined gender identity. As we show in the following sections, the challenges transgender persons are likely to face in obtaining identity documents through the process set out by the Transgender Persons Act will only add to the challenges that the CAA and NRIC will subject them to.

A. THE EVIDENTIARY BURDEN OF CITIZENSHIP

1. CAA- NRIC Nexus

One week after the President assented to the Transgender Persons Act, another moment of unconstitutional law-making was marked when he assented to the CAA, 2019.\(^{210}\) The government had justified this amendment to the Citizenship Act by stating that the CAA will protect those fleeing religious persecution in Pakistan, Afghanistan and Bangladesh.\(^ {211}\) However, the CAA explicitly excludes Muslim minority groups facing persecution.

The NRIC emerged from §14A of the Citizenship Act,\(^{212}\) as amended in 2003, which mandates the government to register every citizen of India. The execution of the NRIC would be prescribed by Rules under the Act, and the Citizenship Rules 2003 had provided that the Central Government should start compilation of a ‘National Population Register’ (NPR) for the purpose of the NRIC – making the creation of the NPR the first step for operationalisation of the NRC on a pan-India level.\(^{213}\) Upon compilation of the NPR, local government officials are allowed to identify persons with ‘doubtful’ citizenship with full


\(^{212}\) The Citizenship Act, 1955, §14A (Section 14A of the Citizenship Act, 1955 reads as follows: 14A. Issue of national identity cards.—

(1) The Central Government may compulsorily register every citizen of India and issue national identity card to him.

(2) The Central Government may maintain a National Register of Indian Citizens and for that purpose establish a National Registration Authority.

(3) On and from the date of commencement of the Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2003, the Registrar General, India, appointed under sub-section (1) of section 3 of the Registration of Births and Deaths Act, 1969 (18 of 1969) shall act as the National Registration Authority and he shall function as the Registrar General of Citizen Registration.

(4) The Central Government may appoint such other officers and staff as may be required to assist the Registrar General of Citizen Registration in discharging his functions and responsibilities.

(5) The procedure to be followed in compulsory registration of the citizens of India shall be such as may be prescribed.)

discretion, and are given the power to demand information and documents from such persons.\textsuperscript{214} Local government functionaries granted this power shall be at a tahsildar level and above, with unguided and unmonitored discretion to carry out functions under the NPR. This exercise requires residents to provide documents such as land records, birth certificates and educational records amongst others, which many people may not possess.\textsuperscript{215} The entire burden of proving one’s citizenship lies on the individual and not the State. The lack of documentation has characterised exclusion by Foreigners Tribunals in Assam, where even small errors in documents (such as misspelling of names) has resulted in people being declared ‘foreigners’ and deprived of their citizenship.\textsuperscript{216} Millions of people also found their citizenship status in jeopardy due to being unable to trace legacy data, to prove residence in Assam prior to 1971.\textsuperscript{217}

Once a register of citizens is created, non-Muslims whose citizenship is challenged may still be able to appeal for citizenship. Muslims, however, are in danger of being detained as ‘illegal migrants’ as they are afforded no protection under the CAA. With the CAA, the Government has aligned Hindutva exclusion with Western Islamophobia, using strategies prescribed under the law for detention and deportation of people considered to be ‘not of the land’, and casting Muslims as ‘illegal immigrants’.\textsuperscript{218} Negotiating racial and cultural boundaries, in such cases with the state and claiming citizenship “depends on how one is constituted as a subject who exercises or submits to power relations; one must develop what Foucault calls "the modem attitude," an attitude of self-making in shifting fields of power that include the nation-state and the wider world”.\textsuperscript{219}

As Niraja Jayal argues, “[t]he construction of Hindus as the natural and normal citizens of India, and of Muslims as somehow lesser citizens, is not just a debasement of the idea of India that joined 14 million people together in their struggle against imperial rule, it is also a transgression of the universalist and inclusive conception of citizenship contained in the Indian Constitution, especially in the chapter on Fundamental Rights”.\textsuperscript{220} In the following section, we examine the combined effect of the CAA, NRIC and Transgender Persons Act and argue that these laws, applied together, result in the denial of equal citizenship for transgender.

2. EFFECTS OF CAA-NRIC NEXUS ON TRANSGENDER PERSONS

\textsuperscript{214}Id.
\textsuperscript{215}Id.
\textsuperscript{216}Id. (While the Foreigners Tribunals are not part of the NRC process, the evidentiary burden on individuals and the exclusions that result are similar.).
\textsuperscript{219}Aihwa Ong, Cultural Citizenship as Subject-Making, 37 CURRENT ANTHROPOLOGY 5 (1996).
The CAA-NRIC nexus not only discriminates based on religion, it also has adverse consequences for transgender persons. Many transgender people do not have documents aligned with the name and gender of their choice and have limited connection to their natal families. Additionally, the Transgender Persons Act requires them to navigate a series of convoluted and medicalised processes as outlined in this article, to even be considered for a change to their legally approved gender. This makes it extremely difficult for transgender persons to produce the necessary documents to prove their citizenship. Since §7 of the Transgender Persons Act requires the submission of a certificate attesting to the applicant having undergone ‘medical intervention’ to change gender, this poses a major challenge to transgender persons who may not have the financial resources to get Gender Affirming procedure or do not wish to get one, or may undergo gender affirming procedures outside formal medical institutions.

Karthik Bittu Kondaiah argues that the CAA-NRIC nexus (with the NPR) will end up casting a wide net that targets all marginalised persons without legacy documents, including transgender persons, many of whom do not maintain connections with their birth families. The absence of documents with self-determined gender marker and/or name means that transgender persons may be forced to use their old identity documents for enrolment in the NRIC, or may be left out of enrolment altogether. The inclusion of transgender persons in the NRIC depends largely “on the trans sensitivity and awareness of the local responsible official”.

3. IDENTITY DOCUMENTATION AND THE DISMANTLING OF CITIZENSHIP

The postcolonial Indian subcontinent indicates a “fraught relationship” between identity documents and citizenship, where governments of newly independent and partitioned India and Pakistan had to deal with issues of citizenship in the midst of mass migrations across borders. This historical relationship between identity documentation and citizenship shows that identity papers play “a vital part in certifying and authenticating claims to citizenship”. A perusal of various kinds of identity papers serves to largely dismantle citizenship as a universal or absolute notion, instead revealing hierarchies and degrees of citizenship amongst different peoples.

While the NRIC’s exact documentation requirements are yet to be confirmed, if the Assam process is any indication, women and transgender persons will be among the worst affected in a nationwide NRC exercise. Out of almost 2 million people in Assam without
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requisite documents to confirm citizenship, about 69% were women. Women and transgender persons were forced to go back to their paternal homes to find documentation, as the NRC only took into account patrilineal documentation, even if matrilineal documentation was available. Documentation for the NRC included proof of having voted in a past election, and tenancy records, government-issued license or certificate, bank or post office accounts, birth certificate, state or university educational certificate, passport or a life insurance policy, requiring individuals to “have agency over their functioning in Indian society – a privilege that has never been accorded to many groups in the country”. The evidentiary burden of proof of citizenship, as demanded for by the NRIC exercise, is not one that many transgender people can meet, especially those who face compounded effects of marginalisation on the basis of their caste, class, or religion.

The NRC process in Assam was also exceedingly exclusionary to those people outside the norms of the heteronormative familial structure, particularly impacting the lives of marginalised communities. Assam, being a flood-prone area, sees millions of people annually losing their homes and possessions, including documents – making retention of paperwork the primary domain of the privileged. Further, the legal structures mandating paperwork are colonial constructs, which, till this day, have not been understood or adopted by peasant or tribal communities. Exclusion based on caste and migration, such as the case of people of the Namashudras (a Scheduled Caste who originally inhabited East Bengal) has been rampant, resulting in wide NRC exclusion and the exclusion of women, who may not have requisite documentation due to child marriage or other considerations, as well as Muslim and Bengali Hindu women who were arbitrarily exposed to strict verification procedures. The NRIC and the CAA together have been said to “protect and validate the heteronormative upper-caste Hindu family in the name of giving protection to marginalised groups”, which can be seen in proposed laws like the Trafficking of Persons (Prevention, Protection and Rehabilitation) Bill, 2019 and the Surrogacy (Regulation) Bill, 2016 which formally state that they wish to protect trafficked persons and women, but operationally push them into more vulnerable positions.
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The CAA has been described as an ‘attack on Muslims’ and its contextual premise is Islamophobia. As Sharjeel Usmani argues, the NRIC-CAA was introduced to “eliminate the enemy” of the State who is Muslim. Since the CAA provides an “escape hatch for non-Muslims to appeal for citizenship”, Muslim transgender persons would be additionally negatively impacted by this law. However, in the NRIC exercise, the eligibility for inclusion into the nation for migrants was tied not only to their religion but also to their caste. The NRC in Assam, excluded many oppressed caste Hindus along with Muslims. Thus, the CAA, NRIC and the Transgender Persons Act together place transgender persons in an extremely vulnerable position. The combination of the Transgender Persons Act with the CAA-NRIC will have an adverse and disproportionate impact on transgender persons, who risk being excluded from citizenship due to absence of or discrepancies in their documentation.

It is imperative to recognize the power dynamic in articulating claims for rights and conferring of citizenship by the State. For ‘active citizens’, engagement with the state involves the receipt of rights, active participation in determining the distribution of rights, obligations, benefits and burdens on a collective level and negotiating with the state in the “vibrant public sphere”. For ‘passive citizens’, however, the nature of engagement is completely different, with the state granting private spaces (if at all) as the domain of such a citizen, and there being no affirmative engagement between the citizen and the state in the public domain. Power dynamics when negotiating with the state, whose ideologies have been seen, in recent times, to move towards right wing, neoliberal, Hindutva, nationalistic rhetoric, stem straight from identities who are ‘valued’ by such rhetoric (i.e. Hindu, male, cisgender, heterosexual etc.). Differentiated citizenship rests on the disenfranchisement of different peoples, the majority of whom experience the effects of economic disparity and inherited social inequalities.

The CAA and the Transgender Persons Act are linked to each other through the underlying Brahminism and Islamophobia. The nexus between the CAA-NRIC and the Act brings up the question of whether claiming citizenship in India is possible only through a performance of Hindu nationalism. However, as Sayan Bhattacharya argues, a meta-narrative around non-citizens who cannot perform such nationalism, and thus are excluded from citizenship, “risks the danger of missing out on the micro-narratives of resistance and protests” emerging from transgender movements.
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B. NARRATIVES OF RESISTANCE

Satya Rai Nagpaul, founder of Sampoorna, A Network of Trans* & Intersex Indians, argues that the limits of a ‘trans utopia’ will be drawn and firmly maintained by the neoliberal, capitalist State.\textsuperscript{248} Marginalised groups have always resisted and negotiated with the State, either in the legal arena (through litigation, for example) or through powerful social and political movements that challenge hegemonic power. Dalit and Adivasi communities, for example, have brought to our attention “powerful indigenous interpretations of political participation that challenge their social exclusion, political subjection, and economic exploitation under the present regime”.\textsuperscript{249} After the massacre of a Dalit family in Khairlanji, Maharashtra a Dalit women’s organisation in in Bhandara was the first to mobilise for a public protest – not just against the perpetrators but against “the criminality of the state machinery in protecting them”.\textsuperscript{250} Over the next few weeks, Dalit women took the lead in organising protests and rallies, calling for the State to take action against the perpetrators. As Anand Teltumbde states, it is Dalit women who have often “taken vacuum positions whenever the struggle has demanded militancy”.\textsuperscript{251}

Sara Ahmed’s work on complaints – which institutions often push aside and take no action with – “reimagines a new mode of resistance to the complainers” that brings back their agency.\textsuperscript{252} Ratna Kapur has also highlighted the resistances of marginalised women, which serve to disrupt a “totalizing narrative” of victimhood and uniform oppression.\textsuperscript{253} The rhetoric that projects Third World Women as “victim subjects” both conflates them into a “monolithic victim group” and denies their capability for self-determination is sharply contrasted by instances of powerful uprising and resistance, demonstrating agency, autonomy and the struggle to negotiate for rights in the face of a cis heteronormative patriarchal State.\textsuperscript{254} Ahmed states that we need to survive the institutions we are trying to transform\textsuperscript{255}, and that with each complaint “you leave a piece of yourself behind”. These pieces eventually add up to form a resistance that cannot be ignored.\textsuperscript{256} “If we don’t complain”, says Ahmed, “some of us won’t be here”.\textsuperscript{257} The emancipatory politics of movements led by marginalised persons do not rest on the categories of the liberal State but instead envision alternative ways of politics and imaginations of citizenship.\textsuperscript{258}
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As we detailed in Part II of the article, the legislative history of the Transgender Persons Act is marked by widespread resistance. While the Transgender Persons Act should have addressed these issues, the government’s approach to drafting the Bills was instead one that did not take the concerns of transgender persons seriously.

The 2016 Bill was instantly met with backlash from transgender persons for many reasons, including the introduction of mandatory ‘district screening committees’ that would be empowered to decide on a person’s gender identity. In sharp contrast to the earlier drafts, the 2016 Bill contained a transphobic definition of ‘transgender person’ as a person who is “neither wholly female nor wholly male, or a combination of female or male, or neither female nor male” and further “whose sense of gender does not match with the gender assigned to that person at the time of birth, and includes trans-men and trans-women, persons with intersex variations and gender-queers”. A consolidated statement with responses from ‘Trans and Intersex communities’ as well allies, published on the Orinam website after the introduction of the Bill in the Lok Sabha, calls the definition a “gross violation of human rights” as well as pathologising and scientifically incorrect. The Bill’s inclusion of intersex persons within the definition of transgender – which has carried on over to the current Act – was also criticized in the statement, as not all intersex persons identify as transgender.

Due to the protests and calls to stop the Bill from passing, the Lok Sabha set up a Standing Committee and invited trans-led groups and activists to depose before it. Sampoorna Working Group (‘SPWG’) states that it had been in touch with MPs and members of the Committee and was invited to depose in December 2016. The SPWG website documents all the statements issued and the demands by transgender and intersex groups for revisions to the Bill. In July 2017, the Standing Committee released its report documenting the suggestions made all stakeholders and making some recommendations to modify provisions of the Bill. However, instead of deliberating on any of the suggestions, the MSJE rejected all recommendations. The statement by Sampoorna in response to this notes that “India will be
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stepping backwards in immeasurable ways, if this bill is passed". 265 Many transgender persons engaged with the consultation process in good faith, but the unwillingness to deliberate on any of their suggestions betrays the State’s apathy towards protecting the rights of transgender persons. 266

Although the MSJE initially rejected all the recommendations, in 2018, the Lok Sabha passed a revised version of the Bill with 27 amendments, including an improvement in the definition of ‘transgender person’. The Minister for Social Justice and Empowerment, Gehlot, stated that a “long discussion” had taken place on the issue and that the MSJE had included several suggestions made by the Committee in this draft of the Bill. 267 Transgender activists and collectives once again issued statements condemning the backlash to the 2018 Bill, the MSJE reworked the draft and removed the Screening persons to negotiate with the law which would be empowered to determine a person’s gender identity. This constant engagement with the law-making process is exhausting, but it also demonstrates the ability of transgender persons to negotiate with the State, even if it only results in incremental changes. After the backlash to the 2018 Bill, the MSJE reworked the draft and removed the Screening Committees. It also removed the provision that criminalised begging. 268

However, the Bill that was finally introduced in the Lok Sabha in July 2019 still contained provisions that violated the fundamental rights of transgender persons, as we have demonstrated in Part II of the article. There have been numerous nationwide protests over the 2019 Bill, with transgender and gender rights activists staging marches and speaking out against it, including at Delhi’s 12th Queer Pride Parade on November 24, 2019. 270 People marched in the Parade not just to celebrate sexual diversity, but to protest against the regressive


266 For a more detailed explanation of these developments, please see Dipika Jain, Law-Making by and for the People: A Case for Pre-legislative Processes in India, Vol.20(20), STATUTE LAW REVIEW, 1-18 (2019).


legislation and to urge lawmakers to reconsider passing the Bill. Transgender collectives, individuals and groups have also been vocal about their opposition to the 2019 Bill through writing open letters, releasing statements, and holding press conferences. Transgender activist and one of the founding members of Telangana Hijra Intersex Transgender Samiti Rachna Mudraboynina, writing with two others, penned an extensive critique of the Bill which expressly highlights the resistance of Transgender movements:

“We resisted, through every means available. Social media pages of transpersons saw an outpouring of personal struggles. The trans community took over public spaces by pouring out in thousands. A clearer voice opposing the law about to be foisted on the community couldn’t be imagined. […] We will continue to oppose this. Our throats cracked ages ago, hands bled and bodies tired. None of it has put a halt to our demand for what is rightfully ours.”

Transgender persons have also been at the forefront of speaking out against the CAA and NRIC/NRC. In December 2019, 15 transgender persons from Kerala staged a play with an all-black theme, as a protest against the CAA and NRIC. One of the actors stated that although it was originally conceived as a play about the types of discrimination transgender persons face, it was altered to include dialogues about the CAA and NRIC, with a black theme to protest the “politics of religion”. Similarly, on January 3, 2020, the birth anniversary of educator and reformer Savitribai Phule, transgender, queer and women activists marched against the Transgender Persons Act, the CAA and the NRIC. The nexus between these laws and their combined impact on marginalised communities is evident in one of the slogans that activists chanted at the march: “Muslim, Dalit, Trans, Mahila virodhi ye Sarkar, Nahi chalegi abki baar (We reject this government that is against people from Muslim, Dalit, women and transgender communities)”. Chandra Mohanty argues that Western feminist discourse treats women as “an already constituted, coherent with identical interests and desires, regardless of class, ethnic or
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racial location or contradictions”.277 In 1977, when the Combahee River Collective issued its statement, Black feminists wrote278:

“The inclusiveness of our politics makes us concerned with any situation that impinges upon the lives of women, Third World and working people. We are of course particularly committed to working on those struggles in which race, sex, and class are simultaneous factors in oppression.”

It is useful to reflect here on Audre Lorde’s oft-quoted statement: “There is no such thing as a single-issue struggle because we do not live single-issue lives”.279 While the politics of transgender activists recognise cis-heteronormativity as the main system of power structuring their lives, many are cognisant that heteronormativity interacts with structures of institutional casteism, Brahminical patriarchy and class. For example, Kanaga V, a transgender activist, states that caste privilege does not go away even when a person is a member of a marginalised group, such as if one is a woman, queer, or transgender person.280 She points to differences between some transgender persons fighting for social justice and reservation, and others calling for Sanatan Dharma to be brought back.281 Similar critiques of the NALSA decision have been advanced; although it was widely celebrated, transgender activists have critiqued its reliance on Hindu mythological texts, making claims of “a golden Hindu period where there was no discrimination” thus ignoring not only the significance of Islam within trans communities, but also caste and class-based structures of oppression.282 In 2018, the Kinnar Akhara chief Laxmi Narayan Tripathi – a Brahmin hijra identified transgender activist – expressed support for the Ram temple and stated that the Akhara would launch a satyagraha if steps were not taken towards the construction.283 Many transgender, intersex and gender non-conforming persons and groups issued a statement condemning the Akhara’s support for the construction of Ram temple.284 The statement points to Tripathi’s appeal to Hindutva ideology and claims that her stance “idealises a mythical past of the Sanatan Dharam and supports the right-wing politics of communal hatred in the guise of ‘we were always accepted”’.285

Liberal constitutional scholars have generally argued that India is a secular state, with some scholars like Rajeev Bhargava noting that Indian secularism is unique in its
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Beyond protests and resistance politics, many transgender persons have taken recourse to the Constitution and Judiciary to challenge the Transgender Persons Act, as well as the Assam NRC process. Although pursuing reforms through legal institutions within a liberal capitalism framework has its limits, these Constitutional challenges are also a form of resistance and negotiation with the State. Subaltern studies scholars have shed light on the various acts of resistance, as well as modes of political organization and strategies of protest.
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and defiance of marginalised persons.\textsuperscript{295} Others have also drawn attention to popular struggles over the law, and specifically shown how this resistance “can meaningfully negotiate and re-work power structures from below even as it is deeply shaped by the languages and logics of modern state-making”.\textsuperscript{296} If resistance is located in the process of negotiating the modern State, then it is “not extrinsic but intrinsic to everyday power relations within which the state is embedded as a multi-layered leviathan”.\textsuperscript{297} As James Scott describes it, these negotiations with the State are like “a kind of struggle or contest constrained within some rough limits” where the antagonists know each other’s moves and there is a “kind of larger social contract that gives some order and limits to the conflict”.\textsuperscript{298} Moreover, the idea of resistance is also one of solidarity and of “withstanding or enduring domination as a subaltern ‘community’ and developing collective strategies to rework power structures in a more favourable direction”.\textsuperscript{299}

However, transgender movements do not constitute a monolithic entity, using a single consciousness to organise themselves. Transgender persons are able to negotiate with the State in different ways, from their locations based on caste, class, religion, disability and other identities. Although the solidarities between marginalised groups are powerful, they can still be fraught with tension. See Semmalar challenges cis feminists who exclude trans persons from their meetings organizing spaces, and political demands, asking what solidarity can exist between cis women and trans persons, or \textit{savarna} and Dalit persons.\textsuperscript{300} Dalit transgender persons have also been vocal about the lack of affirmative measures in the legislation,\textsuperscript{301} highlighting the hierarchies that exist within transgender movements.

Since the passing of the Transgender Persons Act in 2019, at least three petitions have been filed in the Supreme Court by transgender persons, challenging the constitutional validity of the legislation. In December 2019, just a couple weeks after the Act passed in Parliament, trans activist and the first transgender judge in Assam, Swati Baruah, filed a petition challenging various provisions of the Act.\textsuperscript{302} Swati Baruah had also previously filed a petition challenging the exclusion of almost 2,000 transgender persons from the NRC process in Assam.\textsuperscript{303} The petition alleged that the process forced transgender persons to accept either
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male or female as their gender. Those who made it to the list stated that their old identity was included, and they feared that without producing matching documents, the State may declare them as ‘foreigners’. In February 2020, five transgender activists including Grace Banu filed a petition contending that several sections of the Act violate the fundamental rights guaranteed under Part III of the Constitution. A third petition was filed in and tagged along with the earlier petitions. These petitions are currently pending before the Court, and argue that the Act violates transgender persons’ rights to equality, life and liberty, and non-discrimination.

The equality approach is not without critique. Equality-based claims, as many have argued, only respond to the needs of certain groups (within groups). For example, when women make gender equality claims, what vision of equality is being advanced and is it a shared one regardless of race, class and other factors? Is it possible to state that transgender persons must be ‘equal’ to cisgender persons, when cisgender persons themselves do not constitute a homogenous community? As bell hooks argues, men are not equals in a white supremacist, capitalist and patriarchal society. Similarly, cisgender persons are not all placed equally, especially in India where caste permeates every aspect of an individual’s daily life. Indigenous Mapuche women in Chile consider gender to be inseparable from other parts of their identity and are thus reluctant to make the same kind of gender equality claims as non-indigenous women. Transgender persons, in India and globally, are not a monolith and have vastly different social experiences based on their caste, region, or religion. Thus, an equality-based approach may end up privileging one identity (transgender) at the expense of another (Dalit, Adivasi etc.). Grace Banu discusses this in an interview with Dalit Camera where she states that when reservations are made for transgender persons “only the upper class [transgender person] benefit” and adds that there is a need for a subcategory within the reservation scheme that takes caste hierarchies into account.

It is also worth noting that while transgender movements in South Asia and other jurisdictions have taken recourse to the law in making rights claims, the law has its limits. The imagination of the law is binary and, therefore, transgender persons must align themselves with the binary if they wish to be seen and heard by legal institutions. For example, although many judicial decisions have relied on the Yogyakarta Principles to uphold the rights of queer persons, the Principles are built on certain “assumptions about sexuality located in a dualist
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heteronormative framework”. Diane Otto examines the definition of ‘gender identity’ in the Yogyakarta Principles and argues that it relies on biological essentialism at the cost of social constructivism. These assumptions are also evident in the NALSA decision and the Transgender Persons Act and Draft Rules.

Nevertheless, an equality-based approach to rights is one possibility to address “the historical roots of gender discrimination, gender stereotypes, and traditional understandings of gender roles that perpetuate discrimination and inequality”. In Navtej Johar, the Court expressly ruled that “individuals have sovereignty over their bodies” and that they could only exercise their right to self-determination if they had the ability to make decisions about their lives and bodies. In the Joseph Shine decision which decriminalised adultery, the Supreme Court ruled that autonomy and dignity are integral to achieving substantive equality. These cases establish that “the Constitution can be interpreted to challenge hegemonic power structures and safeguard equal citizenship rights”. As Grace Banu stated after the passing of the Transgender Persons Bill, “[o]ur only hope is the Constitution”.

As transgender-led groups have submitted, the Act is not reflective of the fundamental rights to self-determination, autonomy, and bodily integrity, nor the equality jurisprudence that the NALSA judgment developed. While courts can indeed act as a check against laws that do not uphold the values extolled in the Constitution, the Legislature, as a valued governmental body, should do so as well. NALSA embodied the Constitutional principles of equality, dignity and self-determination that have been neglected in the Act. Article 141 of the Constitution provides that Supreme Court decisions will be binding on all other Courts in India. The precedential value of NALSA is uncontested; it has been upheld by a nine-judge bench of the Supreme Court in Puttaswamy v. Union of India and subsequently by a five-judge bench in Navtej Johar and Joseph Shine. The government cannot ignore this landmark decision when drafting laws.

The Supreme Court’s jurisprudence has guided law-making processes in the past, as in the case of the Vishaka Guidelines which became the basis for a legislation on sexual harassment. The purpose of a social welfare legislation like the Transgender Persons Act should be to protect the rights of the communities it is meant to benefit. It is incumbent upon
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the State, in the interest of facilitating democratic processes, to adopt a consultation and deliberation process in the making of laws.\textsuperscript{324} For the State to disregard recommendations made by interested communities initially, incrementally add some minor recommendations, release multiple drafts of Rules (only in English and Hindi) during a pandemic, and carry out selective consultation with persons having access to technology is, therefore, nothing short of \textit{legislative violence}.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

While the liberal conceptualisation of citizenship makes claims of universality, it has become increasingly clear that citizenship is construed through a hegemonic, heteronormative lens, resulting in graded and differential levels of citizenship. Grace Banu wrote in her open letter that the Transgender Persons Bill made transgender persons refugees in their own land. The Transgender Persons Act, 2019 and the Draft Rules launch a brutal assault on transgender persons and put them at risk of violence and even statelessness. These legislations violate the Constitutional guarantees of Articles 14, 15, 19 and 21 by denying transgender persons the right to self-determine their gender, by not providing for any affirmative action measures.

The legal framework enacted for the ‘protection of rights’ of transgender persons is oppressively protectionist in nature, treating transgender persons as victims to be ‘protected’ and ‘rehabilitated’, rather than agents with the rights to self-determination and autonomy. As Banu says “[t]he government keeps saying that this Bill has been put together for the upliftment of the transgender community. But it does nothing but hold us back in every way possible and take away all opportunities from future generations too. They didn't make the amends we recommended as well”.\textsuperscript{325} Furthermore, the likelihood of erasure of transgender identities from the NRIC, which bears a close link to the CAA, resulting in the rejection of citizenship to those who are unable to ‘prove’ their citizenship through their lineage, will leave transgender persons in an especially vulnerable state. Transgender persons would have limited avenues for recourse in the face of such Brahminical cis-heteronormatively reinforced challenges to their citizenship.

Transgender persons have resisted State violence in a number of ways, including judicial challenges to unconstitutional laws and engagement with the Parliament through depositions and drafting policy recommendations. The transgender-led movements led by transgender persons and groups engage in active negotiation with the State through alternative means of protests and resistance. Their negotiations with the State are seen through nationwide protests that take on different forms, including social media campaigns around the Transgender Persons Bill. This mobilisation by transgender persons, since the early iterations of the Bill, leading to concessions and reforms (albeit limited ones) demonstrates the power of collective struggle. Transgender persons are not a monolith, the different forms of negotiation, through judicial challenges or protests on the street, allow for engagement with the State on multiple fronts and thus speak to the power of resistance.

These moments of resistance demonstrate that transgender persons are active rights-bearing agents who constantly respond to and negotiate (sometimes successfully) with
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the cis-heteronormative State. The changes eventually made by the MSJE in the Transgender Persons Act and the Draft Rules, while incremental, speak to the immense capacity of marginalised groups to organise and demand equal citizenship rights. The law undoubtedly has its limits, as it operates within a binary framework and requires transgender persons to ‘fit’ themselves into that mould if they want recognition. In spite of these limitations, transgender persons have created counter-discourses that challenge cis-heteronormative domination. The State may try to ignore these movements, but such a politics of resistance offers more emancipatory possibilities to the struggle for equal citizenship.